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McNair program attracts country's top scholars
the Challenger disaster on Jan.

MARCUSTHOMPSON
Staff Writer

Scholars from across the
country convened to honor
one of A&T's most celebrated

alumni from Jan. 28 to Jan. 30
for the 23rd annual Ronald E.
McNair Commemorative Celebration and Eighth National
Research Symposium.
Dr. Ronald E. McNair, who
was a NorthCarolinaA&T State
University alumnus and the
second Black astronaut, died in

28,1986. Since 1986 A&T has
paid tribute to McNairannually
on Jan. 28. About six to eight
years ago it was decided by the
university to have something
more substantive to honor Dr.
McNair, so the celebration was
turned into a national symposium. Each year, national scholars of note are invited to speak,
in addition to tributes and salutes from friends, family and
faculty who knew McNair.
Because McNair was an

honored scholar, the McNair
Program, a multidisciplinary
program that focuses on student research, preparation for
grad school and obtaining a
doctorate degree was started
in 1992. There are 170 active
programs across the nation and
up to 28 students are selected
each year for each program. It
is a year-round program, where
students are able to doresearch
at various venues across the
country, or over the course of
the summer.

The McNair program allows students to get acquainted
with graduate school and what
it is about. Students can find a
mentor either at A&T or from
otherparticipating schools, and
can collaborate with their mentor to complete their research
project. The outcome of the
research project is a graduatelevel study.
"We don't push for them
to have a Ph.D. but any kind
of student who wants to go to
graduate school, who wants to

aspire to something much bigger, then this is the program
for them," said Dr. Joyce Ei
Brown, Executive Director of

Special Programs.
Brown stated that there were
over 20 institutions represent-

ed and 11 groups of McNair
scholars who came to do presentations and celebrate for the
symposium this year as well.
Former McNair scholars and
other renowned scholars from

� See MCNAIR on Page 2

JAVONNE WEATHERS
Contributor

An opportunity to
preserve and expand

The Department of Housing and Residence Life disconnected the landline phones in
residence halls for all students
excluding Resident Assistants
and students with special needs.
This decision was primarily
based on technology issues according to Mr. Leonard Jones,
Director of Housing and Residence Life. The phone services
provided by AT&T did not allow students to dial long distance, did not have voicemail
or call waiting and 80 percent
of students did not utilize their
room phones.
The process of disconnecting
the landline phones has already
started, but kinks are being
worked out as students contact
the housing office to voice their

DAWN DECWIKIEL-KANE
News & Record

concerns

According to Elfrida Mensah, Associate Director ofHousing and Residence Life, the department will save on average
$20,000 per month just for the
phone services in residence halls
on state property, excluding Aggie Suites and Pride Hall.
Questions have been raised
from students who do not have
access to cellular phones. Junior
Keiya Howard, a resident of
Aggie Suites said, "I don't understand why, what about people without cell phones, or what
if their cell phones stop working
and there is an emergency?"
Newsletters were sent to every student on campus informing them of the change. Two
parents and 17 students on campus complained about the disconnection oftheir phones. The
option to receiving a "Magic
Jack" was provided for them.
The Magic Jack plugs into
the USB port of a computer, allowing the user to dial anywhere
in the United States, Mexico,
Puerto Rico and Canada. The
Magic Jack also provides students with voicemail that can
bereceived as a text message or
email as well as caller identification and call waiting.
"The Magic Jack is a more
cost effective option and provides a better service for students," said Jones. "The University is very sensitive to tuition
and fee rates rising, so any money that can be kept here (A&T)
can help with scholarships that
will help our students during
this tough economic time."

ONLINE
PICTURES FROM
ELECTION DAY
Keep up with breaking news on

our Web site. Slideshows, videos
and more are available
online.

www.ncatregister.com
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(Ezell
Jibreel
Khazan
memebers
McNeil,
Joesph
Blair) and Franklin Mccain thelastsurving
of the A&T four accompanied by the civil rights medal
winner Diane Nash.

A very special
February One
WHITNEY DICKENS

StaffWriter
The 49th Sit-In Anniversary was celebrated
in Williams Cafeteria on Jan. 30, 2009 at 6
a.m., honoring the four A&T students, who as
freshmen on Feb. 1, 1960, requested service at
the segregated lunch counter ofthe F.W. Woolworth's store in downtown Greensboro, N.C.
After being refused service, Dr. Jibreel
Khazan (Ezell Blair, Jr.); Dr. Franklin Eugene
McCain; Dr. Joseph Alfred McNeil, and (the
late) Dr. David Leinail Richmond sat at the
counter until the store closed. This action triggered the "Sit-In" movement across America,
with over 400 demonstrations taking place by
the end of 1960.

The celebration began with various
musical selections by the A&T JazzEnsemble.
The program was presided by Student Government Association (SGA) President Marcus
Bass and Dean of Students Dr. Judy Rashid
deliveredthe welcome. The posting ofthe col-

To show the public its dream
home, it will soon host an open
house at the temple.
There's
GREENSBORO (AP)
The cost ofupkeep prompted
no place like home.
the Masons to sell the 81-yearBut in its 60-year history, old temple, says Ray Hall, presiCommunity Theatre has never dent ofthe Greensboro Masonic
had a home stage.
Temple Co. which owns it.
"If someone else bought it,
So, itpresented shows in other theaters — and in some unthey might tear it down for the
land, and we want to have the
usual venues — around town.
"Judgment at Nuremberg" building preserved," Hall says.
and "12 Angry Men" at the
Mitchel Sommers, executive
Guilford County Courthouse.
director of Community Theatre,
"The Wizard of Oz" at the wants to preserve the building
CarolinaTheatre.
— just as he wants to preserve
And this month, "Into the and expand his organization.
Woods Jr." and "A Raisin in the
The new venue would allow
Sun" at the ornate downtown Community Theatre to leave
Masonic Temple.
crowded office and rehearsal
The News & Record of space in the Greensboro CulGreensboro reported that now, tural Center and expand its prothe nonprofit theater company gramming, Sommers says.
has set its sights on acquiring
It could also offer perforthat Masonic Temple for its mance and possible office space
home. It has an option to buy to other arts groups.
the historic building at 426 W.
The opportunity comes just
Market St., an annex behind it as his group prepares to eeland about 70 parking spaces for
$2 million.
� See TEMPLE on Page 2

HOME AGAIN

ors followed the welcome, by the North Carolina A&T Army and Air Force ROTC. Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, Dr. Sullivan
Welborne, Jr. blessed the food and Chancellor Stanley F. Battle welcomed guests and students. The A&T Fellowship Gospel Choir performed "Total Praise" and the Black National

Anthem.
"Let us mark this day in remembrance of
who we are and how far we've traveled," said
Dr. Franklin McCain, Chairperson for the NC
A&T Board of Trustees.

Michael Jeffries, Vice President for the
A&T chapter ofthe NAACP and Mesha White,

SGA President at Bennett College for Women
greeted everyone. Sammie Dow, of NC A&T
SGA stated, "We stand on the shoulders of giants," as he introduced the guest speaker for
the celebration.
The Honorable Julian Bond, Chairman of
the Board of the NAACP and a veteran of

� See FEB. ONE on Page 2

the
GI BENEFITS
TAKE A DETOUR

theWORD

There could be some potential
complications for veterans who
plan to use the Veteran's Affairs
benefits to go to school.

in light of the recent off-campus
violence, and the incidents of the
past few years, can we be truly

HOW SAFE ARE
WE?

PHOTO BY LEROYV. MIKELLIII • AFFILIATION
HOME GAME A&Twelcomes FAMU into the Dawg Pound Saturday February 7th. The doubleheader

starts at 2pm

theSCORE
LADY AGGIES GO
9-0 IN LEAGUE

theSCENE

The Lady Aggies sink the

Josephus III hosts the 5th annual
Black History Month prodcution
of The Reason 2 Rhyme Poetry

Hampton University Pirates on
Monday's game.

WEATHER

POETS'REASON
2 RHYME'
series.

safe?
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Scholars flock for McNair symposium
cial tribute. On the second day, McNair Foundation, was inconference workshops comvited to speak at the banquet
menced for the symposium and this year, along with Dr. Myra
various universities across the a panel discussion, consisting Shird, a former professor of
nation returned to speak and ofprimarily graduate students, A&T. Among the otherparticiengage attendees in various was also held. For the final day, pating scholars were Dr. Julian
workshops over the course of oral and poster presentations Malveaux, president of Benthe symposium.
were given from both undernett College, Ayana Boyd-WilParticipants never had a dull graduate students and faculty liams, assistant dean of gradumoment over the course ofthe members. On the final night of ate school, Kevin L. Maxwell,
three-day celebration. On the the three-day event, the entire coordinator ofUpward Bound,
first day, participants marched celebration culminated with an Dr. Stephanie Evans, a professor ofthe University ofFlorida, Meet & Greet the Eboard
from the Memorial Student awards banquet and a dance.
McNair Hall Lecture Room 2
Union to McNair Hall as a tribCarl McNair, Dr. McNair's and Carolyn Mark, assistant di- 6p.m.-7:30
p.m.
ute and the Omega Psi Phi Frabrother and the founder and rector of career services.
ternity Inc. gave their own spe- president of the Dr. Ronald E.
Apollo Night Auditions

MCNAIR From page 1
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BOND
JULIAN
wasthe guest speaker forthe49th annual Sit-in Anniversary breakfast last Saturday.

49th Sit-in anniversary
takes on special meaning
FEB. ONE From page 1

Richmond, Jr., son of Dr. Richmond, followed, who comes to
the breakfast every year.
He began by stating his father was driven by love, and
closed saying, "Thank you for
honoring my father on this oc-

more than 20 years of service in
the Georgia General Assembly,
began his presentation by giving
the history ofthe sit-ins that began in Greensboro, sparking the casion."
Dr. Welborne introduced Dr.
sit-ins that occurred in Atlanta,
G.A. Bond recalled the day he Diane Nash, who is the year's
Human Rights Medalist Recipiread the Feb. 4, 1960 newspaper, and saw the news about the ent. Nash informed the audience
sit-ins the A&T Four had been that the present generation was
holding for three days. He said kept in mind, and consequently,
as they began the sit-ins in At- future generations are relying
lanta, 77 students were arrested on us to do the same.
within at least a two week time
"I thoroughly enjoyed this
celebration, it was a good expeperiod.
Miss North Carolina A&T, rience. It was good to see hisTanisha Fordham, presented the tory as well," said Jaleeza Kent,
A&T Four and the son of Dr. junior industrial engineer major.
David Richmond, as they gave "I have been to all three celebraremarks on the celebration. Dr. tions as of my freshman year,
McCain shared his belief that and I have enjoyed this one as
minorities have a strong influI have enjoyed the previous celence in the community and stuebrations."
dents should "Get on the bus in
The program concluded with
Greensboro." Dr. McNeil began the retrieval ofthe colors as the
by giving his respects to Dennis wreath laying ceremony began
Hayle and Dr. David Richmond, and attendees walked to the
who passed 17 years ago. David statue ofthe A&T Four.

for a while to buy themselves
time.
It's quite a space with quite
ebrate its 60th anniversary a history.
and the 15th anniversary ofits
Benjamin Briggs, executrademark show, "The Wizard tive director of Preservation
Greensboro, calls the temple
ofOz."
"I feel like it's a once-in- "one ofthe most amazing Maa-lifetime opportunity," Somsonic buildings in North Caromers says.
lina."
It will take more than a click
Similar Masonic temples
of Dorothy's ruby red slippers were built across the state in
to make it happen. In addition the 1920s, but many — includto $2 million to buy the prop- ing those in Winston-Salem and
erty, Community Theatre will Charlotte — were destroyed
need about $3.5 million for over time, he says.
restoration andrenovation.
Its facade resembles that of
Sommers has sought sup- a classical temple with a grand
port from community leaders portico, columns and Greek eland arts advocates. They like ements along theroof line.
the idea — but the sagging
Walk into its West Market
economy has hurt their investStreet entrance onto a tile floor
ment portfolios.
arranged with blue forget-me"This is the worst economic nots — a secret sign of memtime to be raising millions of bership dating back to when
dollars," Sommers says.
the Masons were outlawed in
At the same time, the MaNazi Germany.
sons haven't found a new home
Beyond the entrance is the
yet for the five lodges and othBlue Lodge, a cavernous 150er groups who meet there, Hall seat meeting room decorated
says.
with pilasters, columns set
So, Community Theatre and into walls. Sommers envisions
the Masons are exploring an- using it for rehearsals, a new
other option: sharing the space studio series and rent space for

TEMPLE From page 1

other groups
Take the elevator to the
Egyptian-styled Scottish Rite
room — "likely one of the
most highly decorated interior
spaces in Greensboro," Briggs
says — where faux-painted
columns with colorful papyrus capitals rise high to a ceiling trimmed with multicolored
molding.
Painted sphinxes guard the
stage, decorated with hanging
drops from the 1920s depicting
Egyptian scenes.
"I don't know of any like
them left in North Carolina,"
Briggs says.
In addition to 299 seats, the
room has fly space for moving
scenery and lights quickly,
The room made a perfect setting for "Joseph & the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," the first play Community Theatre presented there in
2005.
"The ambiance of the
room," Sommers says, "adds
so much to the flavor of the
production."
But will it become a permanent home? Time — and fundraising — will tell.

Memorial Union
Room 0005
6:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m.

-

Speed Dating With The Greeks
Memorial Union
Exhibit Hall
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

252 AGGIES Interest Meeting

Memorial Union
Room 0209
7:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Black History Month Movie
Night
General Classroom Building
Room A 218
8 p.m. -10 p.m.

Healthy Relationships Workshop

Memorial Room
Student Support Services
3 p.m. 4:30 p.m.

-

Sex Education Carnival

Memorial Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m. -9 p.m.

II1F0GUS

the
Hit & Run

witnesses or suspects at this time

Rear of Stadium

Drug Violation

January 29, 5:30pm

A vehicle made contact with a
parked vehicle in the Bryan
Fitness & Wellness Center
parking lot and fled the accident
scene. Estimated value of damage to the vehicles is $400.00.

Community Youth Valentines Day
Celebration
Memorial Room
7:00 p.m.-lO p.m.

January 31,12:20am
East Lindsay Street

Pearls on Ice

Memorial Union, Exhibit Hall

A male non student was arrested
for DWI & possession of
marijuana. He was given a
written promise to appear in

7p.m.-10 p.m.

court

Bluford Library

Vandalism
February 1, 7:07am
Pride Hall

A university employee reported
that a laptop computer was
taken from the library. Estimated
value of the laptop computer is

It was reported that someone
struck the crossing arm in the
back lot.The arm was hit with an
unknown object. No suspects or

Larceny
January 30,1:00pm

$1500.00. There are no

witnesses.

Scholarship Ball
Stallings Ballroom
7 p.m-10 p.m.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • A&TREGISTER
FREE BREAKFAST!!! Customers young and old braved icy conditions and stood on long lines in orderto getfree GrandSlambreakfasts from Denny's.

For an interactive view of crime
trends on campus, visit

University puts out call for cadavers

ncatregister.com

support the training of health needs ofmedical students
People who are interested in
McClatchy Newspapers
professionals," Meldrum said.
their bodies as a lastdonating
"These people have received
a
health
contribution
after they die
ing
the
benefits
of
modern
BOISE, Idaho — Idaho State
University is seeking the gift of care system, and central to that can download information on
cadavers to provide essential, training has always been the the ISU Web site.
If they decide to go ahead
experience of human anatomy
hands-on experience and trainmeans
a
with
a donation, they must let
cadaver,"
to
of
human
by
its students in healthing
their families or health providhe said.
related fields.
Anatomical donations go to ers know. That will help ensure
As demand increases and
their wishes are carried out afthe university's anatomy laboout-of-state sources of cadavter they die.
ers diminish, ISU is relying ratories.
Anatomical donation is also
pro"The anatomy lab
entirely on donations from
much of Idaho, including the vides knowledge not only of an economical alternative to
Treasure Valley region around the names of structures, but traditional funeral and burial
services. The university asBoise
also the texture, shape, and positional relationships of organs sumes all costs from the point
The subject may seem morbid, but the gift is precious, and tissues within the human ofreceipt of the body, including: transportation, embalmsaid Jeff Meldrum, Ph.D., di- body," Meldrum said.
The
lab
also
ing, storage, and, if desired,
will
anatomy
anatomical
donarector of the
be a key element in ISU's pro- return ofcrematedremains.
tion program.
Call (208) 282-4150for in"People are motivated to do posal to offer a medical degree
this for a number of reasons, at ISU, Meldrum said. It would formation.
but most commonly it is to need more cadavers to meet the

and look at the campus crime map.
Click on theYARD,then click on
campus crime map.
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Influenza Pandemic Legacy
Stallings Ballroom
5 p.m. -10 p.m.
Love Struck/ Gift Baskets
Student Union Room 202

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Upturn Your Career Workshop
Dudley Hall Multi purpose Room
6p.m.-7:30 p.m.
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New GI education
benefits hitting
some road blocks

Colleges courting non-traditional students
PATRICIA ALEX

MCT Campus
HACKENSACK, NJ.

—

Many of

New Jersey's public colleges
and universities are ramping
up continuing and professional
education programs, banking
on the money-making offerings
to offset shrinking state aid and
endowments.

"We have to address the fact
that universities have to get
very serious about generating revenue," said Bernadette
Tiernan, director of continuing
and professional education at
William Paterson University in
Wayne, N.J. "We're more reactive to market forces."
Community colleges have
long offered workforce training and non-credit bearing programs thatrespond to consumer

demands. Bergen Community we all must become more enCollege, for instance, last week trepreneurial," said Caprio.
announced a new certificate
Ramapo College instituted its
first programs for pre-college
program in wedding planning.
But now four-year schools, teens this summer, offered its
some of which had shied away first online winter session, and
from using revenue as a criteri- is working on more certificate
on for their offerings, are much and professional development
less reticent about acknowledgprograms including those for
ing they are in the "business" of returning veterans, said Provost
education," Tiernan and others Beth Barnett.
"It's a big change.for us," she
said.

Rutgers now has 50,000 students enrolled in non-credit

_

programming throughout the
state including satellite locations as far south as Cape May
County, said Ray Caprio, vice
presidentfor continuous education and outreach. And he said
the state university hopes to increase that number by several
thousand in the next few years.
"The overall strategy is that

Free Income Tax
Preparation by

said.
The college is going with
academic strengths in. offering

professional development, said
Barnett. Ramapo has an established nursing program, for
instance, and will offer professional development programs
for nurses this summer in its

state-ofthe art nursing lab.
Similarly, William Paterson
University, which has a huge
education department, offers a

wide variety of continuing education programs for teachers.
Continuing education is a
"12-month operation," Tiernan
said, "without the down cycles
in traditional academia."

The university has robust

Students in the Advanced Income Tax class
Students are certified by the IRS'Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program (VITA)

Who: All A&T students and selected staff
with income below $42,000
When: Friday (Feb.6) from 1-4:30 p.m.
Where: Room 126 Merrick Hall
(School of Business & Economics)
Contact: Please call 256-2357 or e-mail
www.aggietaxprep@gmail.com for an
appointment for Friday and other times

summer and winter sessions.
It also hosted nearly 500 pre-

college students at enrichment
camps this summer, including
its popular jazz camp and has
reached out to the business
community to see whatkind of
courses they need and want.
"We're in the business of pro-

to those not necessarily

seeking
degrees," she said. "The brand
is the university."
William Paterson also rents

its facilities more often,
making use of a new students
center and dorms to host outside conventions and conferences, Tiernan said.
The demand for professional
development and retraining is
only expected to increase with
an economy in flux, experts
out

say.
The emphasis is a response to

changing realities, said Caprio,
ofRutgers. He said today's college graduates are likely to engage in as much as seven years
of post graduate professional
learning as their careers progress.

"The business model we all
matured with is evolving," said
Caprio.
Rutgers this year plans to
develop more off-campus programming that could serve
"several thousand students in
areas now underserved by public higher education," Caprio

said.
And the state university wants
to try to interest some of its
300,000 living alumni in new
online offerings.
"If we get even 1 percent of

alumni, it turns into reasonable
money," he said. "The cheapest

customers to get are the ones

you've got."

viding high quality education

DAVID COFFEY
MCT Campus

financial blanks

—

WASHINGTON
The U.S. Department ofVeterans Affairs' top
education official said Tuesday

that veterans who hope to attend
college next fall should be able
to use new increased GI benefits
to attend even high-cost private
colleges.
Officials of independent colleges and universities under
heavy budget pressure from
endowment losses and the resounded worried,
cession
however. Many said that the VA
was moving too slowly for veterans to know how much financial help they would get before
they decided which colleges to

_

_

attend.

Increased benefits under the
new so-called Yellow Ribbon
program call for the VA and private colleges and

universities to
offer grants that cover the difference between the tuition and
fees at a state's most expensive
public university and the same
costs at a private institution. The

VA and the private school split

the added costs 50-50.
Participation by private institutions is voluntary, and they alone

determine the number ofYellow
Ribbon scholars they will accept. To date, however, the VA
hasn't told the institutions what
the highest tuition in each state
is, among other details.
Keith Wilson, the VA's director of education service, assured
officials Tuesday at a Washington conference of the National
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities that
the VA is "moving as aggressively as possible" to fill in the

Nonetheless, Yellow Ribbon's
list of participating universities
and the aid they'll offer won't
be made public until April 1,
after most private college and
university admissions decisions
are made. Aid to qualified vets
won't be available until Aug. 1,
after many fall semester bills

are due
Late notices are likely to reduce participation, Wilson acknowledged, in part because
colleges and universities won't
know how much to budget

for Yellow Ribbon scholars.
Schools also are supposed to
make grants to veterans on a

first-come, first-served basis,
which further handicaps those
who need to know aid details
before deciding which colleges
or universities to attend.
James Wright, the president
of Dartmouth College, in Hanover, N.H., urged members of
the association to support the
program, even if the number
of veterans who receive aid is
minimal this year.
"Limit the numbers if you're
apprehensive, instead of limiting your support," Wright said.
The Yellow Ribbon program is
one aspect of the broader Post9/11 GI Bill, which takes effect
Aug. 1.
Unlike the old GI Bill, whose
educational benefit expired 10
years after service, the new bill
is good for 15 years after the
soldier's last active service date.
Benefits can be passed to other
members of the veteran's family
after six to 10 years of service
plus an additional four-year service commitment made after
Aug. 1, 2009.

YOU BUILD UPON A

story Month

2009 Words of Wisdom:
A New Spirit of Change
essay contest presented by
Alltel Wireless

Visit alltel.com/wordsofwisdom to find
out more.

Clltel

wireless

Alltel Retail Stores

• These Retail Stores Now Open Sunday.
Asheboro
•1214-D E. Dixie Dr. | (336) 626-0744
Burlington

High Point

• Palladium Shop Ctr. | (336) 841-0107
Kernersville
• 950 S. Main St. | (336) 993-3810
Reidsville
• 1560 Freeway Dr. | (336) 348-9909

• 2475 S. Church St. | (336) 229-2500
Thomasville
Greensboro
1033 Randolph St. | (3361476-0261
Pisgah Church Rd. | (336) 286-3245
•• 411-A
1603 Highwoods Blvd. | (336) 235-2312
» 1312-105Bridford Pkwy. | (336) 235-4867
• 3121 Kathleen Ave.| (336) 292-9906
For Business & GovernmentAccounts call 1 -866-WLS-BIZZ or visit alltelbusiness.com

Winston-Salem
340 Summit Square Blvd. I (336) 377-2522
536 Hanes Mall Blvd. | (336) 760-5333

Burlington

CellularPlus 1(336) 584-6379
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 538-1226

Shop at a participating retailer:

CellularPlus ! (336) 885-5060
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 885-0084
Parcom | (336)434-2143

Clemmons
Wilson Comm. 1(336)712-3339

Winston-Salem
ABC Phones ofNC, Inc.| (336) 768-7866
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 774-1590
All About Cellular | (336) 794-1999

Lexington

Walmart;!'

••

Equipment & promotional offers at these
locations may vary.

Asheboro
3-D Wireless | (3361 629-9911
One-Stop Cellular | (3361629-6363

Eden

High Point

Davidson Comm. | (336) 238-2105

One-Stop CellularI (336) 627-5200
Post Office Etc. | (336)623-7999

Randleman
3-D Wireless | (336) 498-6677

Greensboro
CellularPlus I (336) 282-1006
One-Stop Cellular | (3361 316-1020

Reidsville

One-Stop Cellular | (336) 616-1530

Proud Sponsor of:

ACC
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Applied Mathematics
Roshonda S Barner, Dominique S Collins, Kevin
R Harris, Dino M Johnson

Atmospheric Sci & Meterology
Delonte E Duff

Biology
Aurora C Baker, Kierra A Banks, Shaleea M
Bond, Howard N Brown Jr., Jasmine C Bryant,
Domonique L Bulls, Jennifer R Byrd,
Allison L Byrd, Eboni D Chambers, Kimberly
Chimonyo, Joaquin C Clarke, Fallou Diouf,
Kyndra M Dudley, Donavon J Dunn, William
R Evans-Hardy, Morgan A Everheart, Joan R
Fadayiro, RevornO Ferguson, Jesse M Fox,
Endya L Frye, Marvin D Gay,Qasiym A Gilliam, Whitney R Gore, Sabrina R Hagood,
Whitney D Hinton, Ashley D Jackson, Amanda
Johnson, Jerrod B JohnsonTraona M Kearney,
Jamie L King, C'Arra A Lampley, Dominique
C Liley,Nichelle M Logan, Mileka N Mattocks,
Kimberly C McCants, Bridget C McCaskil, Dominique C McDow, Loree J Mewborn, Bianca
S Oliver, Chelsey R Owens, Robert E Parker,
Misa A Patterson, Armand J Peoples, Chillian
D Pickett, Matthew A Pittman, Melissa R Ramgeet, Lyndsey M Reid, Dorian L Richardson,
Heather A Rogers, Brittney R Royal, Jarricka J
Smith, Eboni M Smith, Eboni G Stafford, Adina
Stewart, Chaz ETruesdale, Nkweta N Umesi,
LaShanale Wallace, Melanie R Warren, Tiara
M Washington, Ashley D Washington, Marvida F Watson, Francesca G Weaks, Rashida
T Whitener, Jessica C Wilkerson, Charlotte N
Williams, TiffiniL Winston

Dean Plater congratulates
the Fall 2008 College of
Arts and Sciences
Dean's List students.
Job well done!
Craig A McKie, Stephanie E Stowe, Jessica H
JOMC (PublicRelations)
Turley, Erica SWitherspoon, Sandra D Bratcher, Tiffany Adams, Shaketa D Berrie, Corinth
Joshua E Harris, Jessica L Johnson
R Campbell, Janay D Cheek, Tiffany N Currie, Javelle L Daley, Sammie J Dow, Crystal T
Etienne, Kenneth Flowers, Richanna Gunnell,
History
Jasmine N Gurley, Paul B Haizlip Jamia S HarMaurice L Adkins, Marie A Barham, Alvin A
Black,Latisha R Boone, Jasmine D Covington, rison, Talisha C Holmes, Danielle N Huggins
SpencerK Humphrey, Syene T Jasmin. Shara N
Jillian N Jackson, James J Popp, Catherine C
Jones, Irena E Last Richard J Martin, Kristen
Shade
eifRaC Pendleton,
D Reddick, Brandee
JOMC (Broadcast Produl
, James L Shropshire
Reed, Kanes
Maurice L Adkins, Marie A Baj
Jr, Simone S
dneyRSnow,TarrevaD
Black,Latisha R Boone, Jasmil
,'
K
NTh
Thomas, Keis
Jillian N Jackson, James J Popp
Keyanda MT
D Waller, Kan
y M Clark,
Elizabeth P

Kwame J Brown, Jordan T Brunson, Charnell
R Chasten, Carlos L Crawford, Talibah N Frett,
Nyasha T Gibbs, Brandi T Johnson, Rashad A
Lewis, Portia N Mason, Jacqueline R Meadows, Terrell R Morton, Mansoor Pasha, Timya
F Ragin, Debra A Ragland, Chantel Y Simpson,
Amal F Suliman, Michael J Taft, Jasmine L
Tinoco, Matthew A Upchurch, Latoria Wiggins,
Zixu Zhang

Criminal Justice
Lauren M Anderson, Ariston C Bailey, Lenithia
A Bishop, Asia S Bracey, Ashley D Brower,
Tangala R Conover, Miguel A Cuadra Jr, Amy F
Daughety, Camille V Davis, Christina M DavisRogers, Diakabana T Diakabanzila, Tiffany L
Dunn, Damario D Ervin, Dominic R Faison, Tiffany L Garner, Lakisha 0 General, Nicole Y
Glover, Crystal S Goode,William J Graves,
Janay D Hoskie, Keiyat) Howard, Doshaun V
Hubbard, Ruth-Cassandra N Hunt, Reginald J
Irby Jr, Marfo S Jones, Janelle A Jones, Denesha R Kellam, Tiffany C King, Gwendolyn W
Lewis, Jarelle ALewis, Cynnet S Manuel-Cheatum, Keshia N McDonald, Arkela D McDougal,
Avery M McKoy, Larry K McMillan, Alicia M
Mosher-Funderburk, Cassandra N Motley,
Latina A Nevelle, Dante'J Owens, Christopher
L Patton, Stephen D Rawlinson, Ladawn P
Roberts, Storm L Rosser, JaDina A SkinnerGatli Tinesha S Taylor, Christopher A Thomas
Jr, Jessica PTibbs, Brandy Turner, Mariah L
Vaught, Demetrice N Via, Aliqua M Walker,
John L Walton II, Darian J Wampler, Portia S
Williams, ShanteE Wilson

English
Ashley N Bellamy, Aries T Brinson, Keshawnda
A Byrd, Kelley K Creacy, Elona D Ellis, Kameron
J Freeman, Jheri D Hardaway, Elisha H Harris,
Jasmine M Hernandez, Chelsea A King, Carrie
L Lynch, Tiera Y Maynor, Asheley C McBride,

L Person, Chal

Arturo M Cummings, Cynthia R Johnson, Jayla
N Nowlin, Kasey R Polk, Kendra CTellis, Patrice
MWare, Dante M Williams

Music Education
Kimberly J Brown, Kyle Dortch, Justin JMoore

Physics
Kossi A Agbeve, Waightstill W Avery, Aleisha
N Baker, Patrick C McCarter, Steven Vilayvong,
Christopher T Ware, Verida J Leandre

Political Science
Shanta F Addison, Bianca C Alsobrook, Larisa
J Baker, Keisha M Benford, Shakiyla L Bennett, Altion J Bethea, Dorethas R Bracey, Cletis
J Brinson, Daniel A Davis, Gerren A Davis,
Alesia D Diggsjameka K Fyffe, Dishaun E
Harris, Shae M Harris, Shakela D Jackson,
Erica C Johnson, Lawrence P Lyons Jr, Crystal
M Moore, Chalene L Peterson, Joy E Pitts,
Brittany E Prescott, Alexandria G Randall, Asia
Redrick, Doris S Richmond, Colton V Robinson.
Christian T Robinson, Kimberly Shepherd,
Keyana M Shyrier, Quennella D Smith, Jowan
E Smith, Nahmula D Tengen, Tiesha C Washington, Jessica C Weaver, Lloyd E Wheeler,
Stephen L Williams Jr

Professional Theatre
Kaurie R Daniels, Steven T Donahue, Ashlee
A Ellison, Gabrielle Hilliard, Laraine R Lee,
Monet N Marshall, Cecilia S McNeill, Joshua
L Meadows, Danielle Mills, Sheryl E Smiley,
Jeremye N Totten, Jamia C Tucker, Farone A
Williams

ce, Dion

Chemistry

Music (General)

Nave, Ct
s, Jerrel M S

Psychology

C Bingham, Janae'DBrow
ndra E
Brown.ToddDBurn—
■hty, BritChavis, Atilah
tany N Chalmers, Bri
IDe
rnt'l Study)
inor, Adjoa R
K Claiborne, Starkeil
Davis, Tirelle 0 Day!
Tanisha S Fordhamjj
Liberal Studies (Business)
Hinton-Johnson, Christin D Hope, LaToya E
JasonF Alexander, Jeramick L Bell, Sharneka R
Hopkins, Danielle J Howell, Nafeesha J Irby,
Chanel B Jackson, Vaneishia J James, Keyonna Edwards, CathyL Oakley
R Jones, Cheylaina R Kenan, Jasmine K Mickns,
Courtney E Mills, Lauren M Morgan, Sierra
Liberal Studies (Dance)
Napier, Reginald K Peterson II, Siphokazi B
Samantha D Allen-Brown, Latasha R Bryant,
Rozani, Raashida Ryan-Hayes, Brittney JScott, CortneyT Key
Brittany M Siles, Akimi T Sinclair, Adiesa M
Smith, StephanieT Staley, April R Terry, Kelli
Liberal Studies (Pre Law)
A Uitenham Ashley N Vaughn, Tia L White,
Corry J Brannen, Icee D Brown, Kyle E Clapp,
Destiny J Williams, Ashley C Withers
Aspen J demons, Tiffany Dallas, Brien S
Garcia, Melanie S Hampton, Kristen A Lee, Ra
JOMC (Media Management)
L Muse, LaShaunda A Robinson. India D Shaw,
Atlanta R Douse, Brittney N Drakeford, Timara Sarah E Taylor, Ava N Toon
E Gore, Byron K Murrain, Whitney D Parker

JOMC (Print Journalism)

Liberal Studies (Wmns Studies)
Jennifer L Hooper, Emetrude Lewis

Stacie L Bailey, Terence M Buie, Verlishia S
Mathematics
Clay, Shequia M Cole, Whitney D Dickens,
Crystal L Bennett, Christina D Camps, Monique
Malcolm S Eustache, Melissa A Fitch, LaTisha
M Freeman, Kenneth L Hawkins, Shakeevia R E Davis. Kayla J Ellerbe, Christopher D Featherston, Gerald D Gamble, Adrienne C Godette,
Hughe, Jasmine C Johnson, Jasmyn A JohnKelly R Hodges, Shanaya L Johnson, Byron D
son, Laria B Land, Essence L Lee, Laporsha
King, Komi S Messan, Mary C Miller, William M
S Lowry, Kelcie C McCrae, Dexter R Mullins,
Zilingo C Nwuke, Sylvia M Obeli, Ashley S Reid, Nick Jr, Kendra E Pleasant, Donald R Thompson, Dung DTran, Roxie M Turner, Deborah L
Marcus E Thompson, Aasiya STownsell, Rosa
Wisniewski
M Warren

Jocelyn L Adams, Omonike 0 Akinleye, Tyronnica L Alford, Alexander C Alston, Taylar J
Austin, Bianca Y Barton, Kendall R Bassard,
Chantyra E Bell, Lashawnda S Berry, Nicole
M Bishop, Tamika N Black, Ashley N Blanton,
Catherine E Bonaparte, Roshelle L Bournes,
Roseina D Britton, Kimberly F Bronner, Ashley
S Brown, Talisha Q Brown, Ventura C Brown,
Antavia C Brown, Quincy J Bryant, Mulundu C
Buiankay, Torrie N Burgess, Kendra N Carter,
Sherra N Cates, Shara E Chambliss, Keyonna
L Chatmon, Shaquana Y Clark, Courtney S
Copeland, Lauren A Daugherty, Daneil N Davis,
Monica L Davis, Felicia D Dew, LaTerrika L Dickens, Tanya D Dixon, Calie F Edmonds, Alishia
M Farrow, Miranda D Frederick, Amy J Gant,
Nicole A Gleeton, Chelsea E Glover, Shavaun S
Gravenhise,Tiarra N Green, Jessica M Green,
Lakisha M Grier,Toni J Hagans-Greene, Jennifer A Hall, Latoya M Hamilton, Tianna J Harris,
Lyneia Hawkins, Danielle N Hawkins, Sade
L Henry, Courtney D Herring, Tara S Hicks,
Tiffany C Hill, Dominique T Hill, Odori M Hines
Emelia C Hooper, Darrice S Jackson,Tanesha
M Jackson, Sandra R Jeter, Jessica Johnson,
Shanika N Johnson, Myia C Johnson, Lacaya
C Johnson, Tiffany L Jones, Gladelia Y Jones,
OnnaT Jordan, Lesianelle King, Ryann 0 King,
Matthew D Kirbyjashana L Kirby-Williams,
Aleena R Lanier, Ronald D Lanier JrJoshua
S Lockett, Aasha K Logan, Nicole D Logan,
Brigney S Lorick, Shunnika N Lyons, Alethia
Mabry, Camie S Mack, Paris J Marion, Andrea
Martin, Jenae A McCaskey, Ashley F McDow,
Krista S Melton, Courtney D Mercer, Brandon
C Merriman-Boddy, Tiffany N Metts, Marquita
L Mitchell, Roderick D Mitchener, Rashad M
Moore, Arnicia M Morgan, Kierra M Mundine,
Karla C Nelson, Latrice J Nesbit, Janiqua M
Obey, Melanie C O'Connor, Jazmine C Onque,
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Shelita J Perry, Mary F Pickens-Wilson, Lee
Purvis, Robin J Ray, Siobhan A Richardson,
Andrae D Riddick, Shaneeka A Rivera. Jessica
E Roane, Noel Robinson, Brittany J Rogers.
Renita K Rowe, Ricardo R Santana, Kandyce
D Schofield, Ryan E Setalsingh, Phylicia L
Seymore, Clyde F Sharrock. Jovan C Shumpert, Rafaella Y Smith, Kiara G Smith, Kiara A
Solomon, Santana B Speas, Tatiana J Tinsley,
Zakiya LToms,Tara JTruesdale, Ashley Tuck,
Janace L Walker, Neasha TWalker, Jealisia L
Webster, Yasheerah J Westbrook, Gerard J
Wheeler, Jarquelia M Whitaker, Calvin JWhitaker, Jasmine S Whitsett, Christian A Williams,
Jon K Williams, Tasheka M Williams, Megan
Wolford, Alicia M Wright, Monica S Young

Rom Lang & Lit (Span Sec Ed)
Lasaro M Cruz, Jennifer A Jarrett

Romance Lang & Lit (Spanish)
Brittany D Harris, Nashee'L Jones,Takeda N
Tillery

Sec Ed (Biology Education)
Keshon L Cherry

Sec Ed (English Education)
Paige H Brandon, Jillian D Davis, Brooke A
Toulon, Kevin EWare, Gia C Wright

Sec Ed (History Education)
Kelley M Byrdsong, Keith L Crowder, April N
Dunovant, Carl E Farrington, Kendra E Ferguson, Brittany J Riggins, Theo Shaw, Darrius D

Sutton

Sociology

Sec Ed (Mathematics Education)

Melissa P Arrington, Christy JCheek, Whitni A
Danielle N Cotton, Cherelle N Jackson, Jennifer Faulkner, Lindsey G Graves, Britney S Hodges,
Janay S Johnston, Fatima J Jordan, Melody
M James, Tyrece L Starkey
M Kerr, Jasmin N Mayo, Lakita S Moore,
Lisa M Oatisjracey YThompson, Patricia J
Sec Ed (Music Education)
Turner,Latorria R White, Reavyn N Williamson
Kevin J Greene, Nadia M Harper

Social Work
John D Ajagu, Lindsay T Arrington, Sierra
Baldwin, Camielle Beatty, Virginia N Berkley, Shenika M Bookman, Kendra J Brown,
Crystal L Childress, Brittan JConnor, Chrystal
E Crider, Deshauna N Darden, Serena A Davis,
Akilah D Edgerton, Tiffanie A Evans, Latisha
R Goins, Lucretia C Gordon, Owen T Guess,
Sadell M Guess, Melvin C Hamilton, Paris D
Hardin, Shontia R Hargrove, Rachel S Harris,
Tamara M Harris, Denise G Hayes, JustonT Hill,
Elizabeth M Hines, Shelia Y Jackson, Quiana
Kelsey, Laveta K Long, Lakesha Mapp, Alisa M
Matthews, Shenicka K McCollum, Courtney P
Meeks, Roxanne L Mills, Shakeda D Muldrow,
Crystal M Murdaugh, Kelly A Parris, Janay
Price, Angelica C Reid, Shanita S Ross, Demetria Rouse, Dasha D Rudd, Jessica C Russell,
Carissa L Scaniffe, Theresa M Scarborough,
Jasmine S Scott, Ligya A Secundo, Shakia D
Sharpe, Ashley M Shigg, Swanneatta Shoffner,
Eboni A Siler, Rebecca LTabron, Lisa D Taylor,
Karen T Townsend, Jessica M Turner, Tiffany S
Walls, Jessica M Watson, Zanita Wiggins-Harrison, Brittanny Williams, Amber R Williams,
ShirelleD Wright

Speech/Speech Path/Audio
Melissa P Arrington, Christy J Cheek, Whitni
A Faulkner, Lindsey G Graves, Britney S
Hodgesjanay S Johnston, Fatima J Jordan,
Melody M Kerr, Jasmin N Mayo, Lakita S
Moore, Lisa M Oatisjracey Y Thompson,
Patricia J Turner,Latorria R White, Reavyn N
Williamson, Lara S Allen, Katrina Y Anderson,
Claire E Benton, Travon L Bland, Malcolm A
Blow, Tyler B Bobbitt, Samantha N Boddie,
Gaivorlor D Borb6r,Taleesha E Brown, Luis
A Brown, Jamilla A Burke, Kevin L Calhoun,
Cedric Carter, Stephen D Cheek, Matthew G
Clinkscales, Aryn B Collins, Brittany A Cotton, lesha Coward, Stephanie N Cuthbertson,
Jamaal R Davis, Noelle Dixon, Chantevia D
Doster, Norris F Dyson Jr, Whitney L Edwards,
Bradley W Emerson, Ulylisa D Frazelle, Eric A
Giles, Queen E Gooch, Raquel A Goode, Lacasha N Gordon, Earl C Green, Jordan C Gunter,
Shereena N Hairston, Nicole M Hanner, Dion
J Harris, Jade M Harrison, Kristen A Harrison,
Raven G Hartsfield, Forest W Hill, Jazmine L
Hill, Dameatrae R Hodge, Darion M Hunter,
Andrea S Jackson, Victor E Jackson,Courtney J
Jackson, Artis J Jones, Jamal A Jones, Joshua D

Jones, Travis D Jordan, Daylonda P Leejamara
K Makhlouf, Jenae M Malone, Reshaun A
Manns, Claressa D Mason, Dana L McClain,
JenniferL McClendon, Kiarra S McCrimmon,
Tiffany R Mcdowell, Joy C McNeill, Bethany R
Melton, Amber L Miller

Speech/Speech Path/Audio
Continued
Melvin Mixon II, Jwalit M Modi, Shanequa I
Moore, Tyon D Morrow, Brandon F Murphy,
Liana M Olds, Rashad P Owens, Darrell A
Palmer, Jessica D Parks Courtney B Porter,
Antonio E Rhymes, Jasmin N Richardson,
Jashella R Sessoms, JuRaill Q Simpson, Emily
C Smith, Nina S Stovel, Jordan RToler, Lauren T
Towns, Cruz W Troy, Valerie YVenable, Justin R
Warren, Brandon K Watkins, Aaron J Weathers,
Zuqurah T Williamson, Kourtney MWinchester, Sydney S Wrenwick, Tyson 0 Wright,
Christopher S Young, Corynn D Young

Visual Arts. Design
Matthew S Duncan, KalabT Asrate, Edward L
Banks Jr, Naomi M Barnes, Taneka R Baxter,
Shira G Benson, Rashita L Connelly, JazmyneT
Cosby, Nazaris K Council, Alex P Dingle, Jelani
A Elom, Reinaldo A Espinosa, Kristen AFarrell,
Chadney D Giles, Quandrick D Hagans, Joshua
P Henderson, Brittany N Jones, Ashley S Keen,
Nustxwj N Lo,Tangie R Mack, Christopher
A Martin, Racquel S McMullins, Jordan M
Powell, Lillian L Shaw, Taylor Q Smith, Stephanie M Smith, Desiree CTatum, Jerry B Vincent,
Brandon Webb, Arrington C West

nt

Keep up the good work!

wm
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Woman arrested for recruiting female bombers
SINAN SALAHEDDIN
Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP)

—

A woman

suspected of recruiting more
than 80 female suicide bombers
has been arrested, the Iraqi
military said Tuesday, dealing a
major blow to one of the most
effective forms of attacks in

Iraq.
The woman

—

who was

identified as Samira Ahmed
Jassim or by her nickname
"Umm al-Mu'mineen," which
means the mother of believers
— was shown confessing in a
video played for reporters at a
press conference in Baghdad.
Dressed in anall-encompassing

blackIslamicrobe, she described
how she would persuade the
women to be bombers, then
escort them to an orchard for
insurgent training and finally
pick them up and lead them to
their targets.
She said she was acting on
behalf of insurgents based in the
volatile Diyala province, north

Hartford mayor
pleads not guilty
to bribery

of Baghdad
Iraqi military spokesman Maj.
Gen. Qassim al-Moussawi said
the suspect had recruited more
than 80 women willing to carry
out attacks and had admitted
masterminding 28 bombings in
different areas.

The number of bombings
carried out by women has spiked
even as overall violence has
declined, and U.S. commanders
have warned insurgents are
actively trying to find more
recruits

The U.S. and Iraqi militaries
have made past claims about
efforts by insurgents to recruit
vulnerable women and children
as attackers while providing
little
including
evidence,
statements that two women
who blew themselves up last
year in Baghdad had Down's
syndrome that later proved to be
exaggerated.

Al-Moussawi said Jassim's
arrest was the result of tips
and produced the video to lend
credence to the allegations.

SARAH EL DEEB
Associated Press
CAIRO (AP)

—

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
Mayor
Eddie Perez pleaded not guilty
Tuesday to bribery and other
charges and asked a judge for
an immediate trial to clear his
name
Perez, 51, is accused of
hiring a city contractor, Carlos
Costa, to do $40,000 worth of

renovations to his home and
not paying for it until he was
confronted by investigators in
2007.
The

three-term

Democrat

has been out on bond since
his arrest last week on
charges of receiving a bribe,
fabricating physical evidence
and conspiracy to fabricate
evidence
Defense

attorney

Hubert

Santos told Superior Court
Judge Julia Dewey that Perez is
"prepared to go to trial today."

pewey instead asked Perez to

report back to court March 3 for
a hearing.
Perez has said it was a mistake
to

To counter the threat, the U.S.
military has stepped up efforts
to recruit women for the Iraqi
security forces
Jassim, whose nickname means
"the mother of believers," was
figures.
arrested by Iraqi security forces
The military said it couldn't acting on tips on Jan. 21 and is
provide information on the allegedly linked to the Ansar
number of female suicide al-Sunnah insurgent group, albombers so far this year. But Moussawi said.
The spokesman would not
there was at least one — a
woman who blew herself up in say where Jassim was arrested
the. midst of Iranian pilgrims because the investigation was
in Baghdad, killing more than ongoing. But he said the recruits
had been from Baghdad and
three dozen people on Jan. 4.
The use of female suicide Diyala province. He also said
bombers is part of a shift in she had contact with a pair of
insurgent tactics to avoid recently detained insurgent
detection at U.S.-Iraqi military brothers.
In the video, Jassim said she
checkpoints that have become
ubiquitous in Iraq as part of had to talk to one elderly woman
several times before persuading
increased security measures.
Iraqi women often are allowed her to blow herself up at a bus
station.
to pass through male-guarded
It also took Jassim two weeks
checkpoints without being
searched, and they traditionally to recruit another woman who
wear flowing black robes that was a teacher and had problems
make it easier to hide explosives with her husband and his family,
belts.
according to the confession.

members
of
governmentbacked Sunni groups in Diyala
province, the suspect said.
U.S. and Iraqi officials have
pinned hopes on Saturday's
provincial elections to more
equitably distribute power
among Iraq's fractured ethnic
and sectarian groups and
staunch support for the Sunniled insurgency.
Official results from the vote

Also pleading not guilty
was
city hall
Tuesday
employee Edward Lazu, who
was charged with receiving a
bribe, fabricating evidence and
forgery.
Prosecutors say Costa did free
driveway and sidewalk work for
Lazu, who certifies contractors
for city work.
Lazu's
Richard
attorney,
Brown, said his client would
be exonerated because "there is
insufficient evidence."
Costa himself is charged
with two counts of bribery,
fabricating physical evidence
and conspiracy to fabricate

physical evidence.
He is scheduled tobe arraigned
Friday.
Perez, a one-time gang leader,
turned his life arcjund to become
a civic activist, and he was

elected mayor in 2001.
He then pushed through

changes to the city charter that
gave the mayor's office strong
control over city government.

outcome.

But tribal groups known as
Awakening Councils claim
there was fraud by a rival Sunni
party. The sheiks believe they
should have power because of
their contribution in routing al-

Qaida

Sunni Arab lawmaker Osama
al-Nujaifi, meanwhile, claimed
that his nationalist party has won
a majority of votes in Mosul
and the surrounding Ninevah
province, where ethnic tensions
are running high.
The Kurds disputed the claim
by the Sunni National Hadba
Gathering, saying it was too
early to claim victory because
official results haven't been

for 14 of Iraq's 18 provinces
haven't been released, but early
returns have begun to trickle
out. That has sparked a series of
complaints from political groups
that feel they've been cheated.
The Iraqi military lifted a
curfew in the Sunni-dominated
Anbar province a day after
tribal sheiks sent gunmen into
the streets claiming the Shiiteled government stole votes in
last weekend's elections.

released.

U.S. commanders say the
insurgency remains a potent
force in Mosul, Iraq's third
largest city 225 miles northwest
ofBaghdad.

Iraqi commander Maj. Gen.
Murdhi Mishhin says a vehicle
ban was lifted Tuesday morning
and no violence has been

—

Hamas is ready
commit to a yearlong
cease-fire with Israel in
exchange for a full opening
of Gaza's border crossings,
the militant group's officials
said Tuesday, ahead of a new
round of talks with Egyptian
mediators in Cairo.
Egypt is trying to forge
a

durable truce

between

Israel and Gaza's leaders, to
replace the temporary and
increasingly fragile cease-fire
that ended Israel's three-week
war on Hamas last month
But
arrangements
for
border security remain a key

obstacle.

Israel says it won't ease
a 20-month blockade of
crowded,
impoverished
Gaza without international
guarantees that Hamas will

be prevented from smuggling
weapons into Gaza.
It does not want any deal
that gives Hamas a role in
controlling Gaza border
crossings.
So Egypt is also trying to
restart

reconciliation talks

between Hamas and its main
rival, U.S.-backed Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas.
Egypt has focused on getting
Abbas' forces back to the
Gaza crossings — perhaps
with some form of symbolic
Hamas presence — along with
European monitors.
But past attempts -to broker
a power-sharing deal among
the Palestinians factions have

failed.
Prospects remain dim, with

Hamas increasingly entrenched
since its violent takeover of
Gaza in June .2007. Abbas'
government is now limited to
the West Bank.
ministers
from
Foreign
nearly a dozen Arab countries,
including Saudi Arabia, met
in the United Arab Emirates
on Tuesday to bolster Egypt's

mediation mission.
The meeting appeared aimed at
showing support for Abbas and
pushing Hamas to accept a truce
with Israel and reconciliation

with Abbas.
Key Hamas ally Syria was not

.

efforts, said Nabil Amr, the
Palestinian representative to
Egypt.
"The essence of the Saudi
ideas is to provide more support
for the Egyptian initiative by

involving Arabs in it," Amr told

TheAssociated Press.
He did not provide details
Saudi involvement signaled
a more assertive role for the
regional powerhouse, which
largely stayed on the sidelines
during the Gaza crisis.
On Monday, Saudi Foreign

Gaza.
On
impoverished
Tuesday, Abbas was in Paris,
meeting with French Foreign
Minister Bernard Kouchner and
the president ofthe lower house
of France's parliament.
Egypt is hoping to forge a truce
deal between Israel and Hamas
by Thursday, and a five-member
Hamas delegation was in Cairo

Minister Saud al-Faisal held
surprise meetings in Cairo with
Abbas and Egyptian President

BREE FOWLER
Associated Press

—

DETROIT (AP)
Chrysler's
U.S. vehicle sales plunged
55 percent in January, while
General Motors' tumbled 49
percent and Ford's dropped
40 percent, starting 2009 at
an abysmal pace for the whole
auto industry as lower sales
to fleet buyers like rental car

IN 1J_K

invited.
Saudi Arabia has offered
its own proposals to help
reconciliation
Palestinian

Starting:
Hours of operation:

-

Monday Thursday:
9:00 a.ra.-5:00p.m.
Fridays:
10:00 a.m 1:00pm

below 10 million for the first
time in more than 26 years, he
said.

recession

Domestic and foreign automakers
have been struggling as
results
unemployment rises, consumer
Toyota's sales dove 32 perconfidence weakens and many
cent for the month, Nissan's
people have a tougher time
dropped 30 percent and Hongetting loans. General Motors
da's fell 28 percent, putting
and Chrysler LLC have
Corp.
the overall industry on track
$13.4 billion in federreceived
for its fourth straight month in al loans to stay afloat, and they
which U.S. sales plunged 30 hope to get more after they
percent ormore.
submit a viability plan to the
But Subaru bucked the trend government by Feb. 17. Ford
of declines for a second month Motor Co. has said it does not
in a row, posting an 8 percent plan to use government aid.
sales increase, and Hyundai
GM said earlier this month it
said its sales jumped '14 peris planning its turnaround uncent.
der the assumption the entire
'Hyundai credited its increase industry will sell 10.5 million
to its offer to cover a new new vehicles in the U.S. this
vehicle's depreciation if cusyear.
tomers return a car within 12
Chrysler has said it's planmonths because they are unon 11.1 million units,
ning
able to make the payments.
last week reduced
and
Ford
"This program gets to the
to a range between
its
forecast
root cause of today's ecoand 12.5 million.
11.5
million
nomic concerns — fear of job But few people were expecting
loss," Hyundai regional gener- the automakers to start 2009 at
al manager Peter DiPersia said
such a pace.
in a statement.
January is typically a slow
Chrysler's sales chief, Stesales month, and many autoven Landry, told reporters earmakers and analysts are exlier at a meeting with dealers pecting the market to rebound
that U.S. industry sales could
in the second half of the year
drop as much as 35 percent in as the economy and access to
January. The annualized sales credit improves.
companies weighed down the

Monday, January 12,2009!

rate for the month could drop

According to Ward's AutoInfoBank, the last month in
which the seasonally adjusted
annual sales rate dropped below 10 million was August
1982, when it hit 9.9 million
as the nation was mired in a

Radio.
"There is an agreement in
principle about a calm (ceasefire) for one year."

UNIVERSI

Chrysler sales plunge 55
pet; GM, Toyota also down
KIMBERLY S.J0HNS0N

for talks with the country's chief
mediator.
Ahmed
a
Abdel-Hadi,
Lebanon-based Hamas official,
said the movement is ready to
commit to a yearlong truce, with
the possibility ofextending it, in
exchange for open borders.
"The coming hours are going
to be sensitive, in order to bring
out a draft of an agreement,
regarding the calm and opening
the borders of Gaza," AbdelHadi told Gaza's Al Quds

Hosni Mubarak.
Abbas is now on a European
tour seeking to ensure that he
wins a role in any future Gaza
deal.
He wants support for a
Palestinian unity government
and a role in rebuilding

hire city contractor Carlos

Costa, but he insists he did
nothing illegal and has no plans
to step down as mayor.
He declined to commept after
the hearing.
Costa told investigators he
believed he would be shut out
of lucrative city contracts had
he not done the work for free.

the public perceived a fair

Hamas prepared for 1-year truce, with open borders
to

DAVE COLLINS
Associated Press

reported,
U.S. officials have said the
test of the election was whether

The woman eventually attacked

At least 36 female suicide
or
attempted
bombers
successfully carried out 32
suicide attacks last year,
compared with eight in 2007,
according to U.S. military
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Topic development
Organization
Grammar and mechanics
Clarity, unity and much more...
General Classroom Building
Room 309A

Phone:334-7764
Email: uwc@ncat.edu
Web: http://cas.ncatedu/-'sss
We will not proofread or write your paper for you.
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Financial crisis causes banks to raise standards on loans
JEANNINEAVERSA
Associated Press

—

WASHINGTON (AP)
Many
banks have made it harder for

borrowers to obtain all kinds of
loans over the last three months
despite a $700 billion federal
bailout program and a flurry of
other bold moves to stem the
worst financial crisis to hit the
country since the 1930s.
The Federal Reserve in its
quarterly survey of bank lending practices released Monday
found large numbers of banks
reporting tighter credit standards across a broad range of
loan products — from credit
cards and home mortgages to
business loans.
Nearly 60 percent of banks
responding to the survey said

they had tightened lending stan- mortgages contributed to the fidards on credit card and other nancial meltdown — won't be
consumer loans, about the same in any rush to loosen lending
share as in the previous survey standards.
"Even when lenders come
released in early November.
And about 80 percent ofdomesback to the marketplace and
tic banks said they tightened become willing to lend again,
who they lend to is not going
lending standards on commercial real-estate loans, slightly to change," McBride said. "The
less than the roughly 85 percent tighter qualification standards
that reported doing so in the that we've been seeing are here
to stay for the foreseeable fuprevious survey.
All told, though, the propor- ture regardless of whether or
tion ofbanks that "reported havnot there is stress in the credit
markets and a deep recession.
ing tightened their lending policies on all major loan categories Lenders won't go back to givover the previous three months ing out credit like candy anystayed very elevated," the Fed time soon."
concluded.
The Fed survey was based
on the responses of 51 domestic
Greg McBride, senior financial analyst at Bankrate.com, banks and 23 U.S. offices offorpredicted that banks — whose eign banks.The findings come
lax lending standards for home as the government has taken a

series of unprecedented actions
through a debilitating
credit clog and spur banks to
lend more freely again.
Under the $700 billion bailout program, enacted in early
October, the government has
pledged to inject $250 billion
into banks in return for partial

purchase up to $500 billion in
securities
mortgage-backed
guaranteed by Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae.
In its survey, the Fed said
roughly 45 percent of banks
raised the minimum-required
credit scores on credit card accounts and other consumer

ownership.
Treasury

loans

to bust

Secretary Timothy Geithner is exploring other

ways to provide relief, including
the possibility of buying rotten
mortgages and other toxic assets now weighing down banks'
balance sheets. The Federal Reserve has slashed a key interest
rate to record lows and rolled
out radical programs to, among
other things, provide cash loans
to banks, buy mounds of shortterm debt from companies, and

The survey also found that
domestic banks had reduced
the size of existing credit lines
for all major types of business
and consumer customers. For
business customers, roughly 60
percent of banks reported a decrease in the limits on commercial construction lines ofcredit,
and about 50 percent indicated a
decrease in the limits extended
to financial firms.

For consumers, about 40 per-

cent of banks reduced the size
of existing home equity lines of
credit, and roughly 35 percent
trimmed credit card account
limits
The survey also showed that

many banks continued to tighten lending standards on prime
mortgages as well as nontraditional mortgages, such as adjustable-rate loans with multiple
payment options.

When the creditand financial
crisis erupted in the summer of
2007, it started with more risky
"subprime" borrowers — those
with tarnished creditand low incomes — defaulting or missing
payments on their home mortgages. Problems subsequently
spread to other types of loans
and more creditworthy borrowers.

Consumers fall back from spending for six straight months adding to the recession by saving
MARTIN CRUTSINGER

it would cut 7,000 jobs, almost
4 percent ofits work force, and
take other belt-tightening measures to cope with the drop in

Personal
consumption
spending dropped 1 percent in
December, a sixth consecutive
WASHINGTON (AP)
Consumdecline thatrepresented the loners slashed spending for an sales,
gest stretch of weakness in a
"It is going to be hard to get half-century of record keeping.
unprecedented sixth straight
month in December, feeding the economy going again," said Spending had declined 0.8 percent in November, even worse
the already painful recession as Nigel Gault, chief U.S. economillions ofhouseholds opted to mist for IHS Global Insight of than first reported, the Commerce Department reported.
save rather than buy.
Lexington, Mass.
"We are very much reliant on
The drop in consumer spendSeparately, the Fed reporting, the economy's key driver, whatever help the government ed that banks were making it
means little help is in sight for can provide through the stimuharder for borrowers to obtain
lus package and through the ef- all sorts of loans over the last
struggling retailers, homebuilders and automakers.
forts ofthe Federal Reserve and three months despite the govThe fallout spread Monday the Treasury Department to help ernment's $700 billion bailout
program. Nearly 60 percent of
when Macy's Inc. announced the financial system."
Associated Press

—

savings and with the
deepening recession raising
their fears of layoffs, analysts
said it's no surprise the savings
sumer loans.
rate is rising.
. Since consumer spending acIncomes, reflecting an accounts for about 70 percent of
celerating tide of layoffs, fell
total economic activity, the cutfor a third straight month in
backs are battering the economy,
December. The 0.2 percent drop market.
The situation is now rewhich plunged at an annual rate
followed a 0.4 percent fall in
of 3.8 percent in the final three
November that was worse than versed. Housing prices, the biginitially reported, the Commerce gest asset for most Americans, months of last year, the biggest
Department reported.
continueto plunge, and a severe drop in 26 years. The weakness
Consumers increasingly are financial crisis has roiled Wall was led by a 3.5 percent fall in
reining in spending and instead Street, wiping out trillions of spending which followed a 3.8
percent drop in spending in'the
saving more of their pay. The dollars in stock wealth.
personal savings rate rose to 3.6
With Americans desperate July-September quarter.
banks responding to the Fed's
new survey said they had tightened lending standards on credit
cards and other types of con-

percent in December and averaged 1.7 percent for thefull year.
That was nearly three times the
0.6 percent savings rate for all
of 2007 and far above the seven-decade low of 0.4 percent
for savings hit in 2004, a year
buoyed by a booming housing

to rebuild

MATHEMATICS & SCiENCES
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
(MSLRC)
Spring 09 Hours of Operation

Tutoring offered forthe subjects of:
• Math
�
Chemistry

* Physics
Opening Thursday, January 15,2009!!

- Hours ofOperation
Mondays - Thursdays: 9:00
Fridays: 9:00
2:00

#A306 General Classroom Bldg,
5:00 pm

a,m

a.m.-

p.m

Phone:(336)334-7764
Email: msk@ncat.eda-

dedicated professionals and ad
To learn more about the U.S. Arr

http://eas.ncat.edu/~ssi

'

Make Appointments at www.rich65.com/iicat 1

U
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Are we as safe as we think we are?
I have always been told
that the police are around to
guarantee people's
safety.
That doesn't seem to fit the
description of the Greensboro
Police Department.
Let's try this one; Safety.
Safety is the condition of being
protected from or unlikely to
cause danger, risk, or injury.
Hmm, maybe this one will
fit. Safety: Denoting something
designed to prevent injury or
damage. Nope, that doesn't
seem right either.
Abetter description would be
something like this: defenselesswithout defense or protection,
totally defenseless. I'll even use
it in a sentence: The Greensboro
Police leave A&T students'
totally defenseless everyday.
All stabs at the police
department aside, there is a
serious problem here, and it
doesn't seem like anyone is
doing much about it. From
the looks of things, it doesn't
seem like we can count on the
Greensboro Police for much of
anything. Someone shouldn't be

murdered in the same location
of a shooting just a week prior.
And it shouldn't take forever for
police to respond to an incident,
no matter which side of town
it's on

It's things like that, which
made me think that maybe the
University Police Department
can keep us safe.
The problem is, if you live
OUTSIDE the blue iron curtain,
you are left at the mercy of the
Greensboro Police, and they
have been known to not respond
to certain calls or certain areas at
all. Someone's safety shouldn't
hang in the balance because they
are in the A&T area and not the
UNCG, Greensboro College,
Guilford College area.
I used to feel safe on
campus, around campus, in
the area of campus, or pretty
much anywhere there was
a congregation of college
students

With all the constant GPD
presence in the River Walk and
Collegiate Commons area, and
the army of foot soldiers on

I said that GPD left us
defenseless, and I do so not to
poke at the police, but to call
anything
them to action.
around
There is an imbalance of
1601
protection in this city. East
Market was
Market Street should be just as
pretty much
important to the police as West
airtight.
DEXTER
Market, Pisgah Church Road,
The
Friendly.
and
MULLINS
police were
The
ethnic content of an area
that's
about
it.
always quick
deter protection. If
can
a
last
shouldn't
spring,
or
Or
to
call
they
respond
set up
to shut down a party,
is
ratio of crime in
high
When
came
back
to
there
a
campus
I
arrives,
until
have
they
if
GPD
a D.U.I, check point, or have
location,
a
would that
particular
on
was
Saturday
greeted
I
over
one
car
the
available.
And
manpower
three officers pull
a
man
not
warrant
more
police?
with
a
flier
that
said
like
so
other
many
departments
to give them a speeding ticket. It
I would think that if the
seemed like they had nothing to and programs here on campus, could be hiding in one of our
wanted to get a handle on
Halls,
isn't
and
that
he
police
there
Residence
just
simply
enough
do, honestly. I guess that's what
a
'problem'
they would invest
function
was
to
be
considered
armed
and
for
them
to
personnel
you would call a false sense of
more
time
it.
in
no
dangerous.
which
is
fault
of
properly,
security.
are we when the
how
safe
world,
their
a
So
perfect
people
own.
In
And I will admit I fell for it. I
both
on
and off campus
police
campus
never
could
live
off
and
not
I
how
safe
are
we?
fell for the segues (seg-way for
So
where
the
danger is and
fear
for
their
lives..
know
that
thought
being
college
in
those of you who don't know),
it
to
move
don't
police
(whether by
be
a
was
off
going
Command
was
to
life
and
death
going
I
the A&T Mobile
Derek
choice
or
jurisdiction)?
until
shot
campus
got
I
situation.
don't
even
want
Unit outside of sporting events,
How safe can you possibly
the shiny white, blue, and gold to walk around campus alone in his own home last spring.
be
when the police just stop
getting
don't
remember
someone
4
I
I
p.m.
now,
after
but
light
police cars, and the blue
showing
up?
River
my
I,
like
shot
Walk
during
in
choice;
have
much
of
a
emergency polls. I fell for it.
How
safe are our students
first
and
there
night
Homecoming,
all,
of
have
many
you
You probably did too.
so
when
leave the fortress of
gunshots
they
this,
Even
as
have
been
countless
was
classes.
write
I
Campus
so safe, I
at
the
Aggieland?
a
and
house
there
and
building
parties
in
am
sitting
in
thought that the surrounding I
How safe are we?
area would be too.
I am watching the sun slowly area all the time.
campus, it
seemed like

But I am not faulting the
University police at all. Legally,
there is but so much they can do.
Anything that is not within the
property lines ofNorth Carolina
A&T is the sole responsibility
ofthe city to handle. Our police
can go outside the gates to
pursue someone if it is related
to an incident on campus, but

'

We have to do better: part 2- attitudes
give it. I can't stand
issues that affect black people as the attitudes I see on
a whole and a major detriment campus and around
to our current situation are our Greensboro.
All people are
attitudes. I have begun to notice
the way students act towards created equal under
the eyes of God, and
others, and it's just not right.
we should all use the
work
the
Student
Union
I
in
Rule-treat MARVIN
in the Sit-In, a place named after Golden
the actions ofthe A&TFour who others as you would ELIJAH
sat to get their point across.
like to be treated, as a
They did not agree with the way to live our lives
No I don't always live by the
attitude that whites in the south
had towards blacks and they sat rule, we are all fallible, but I try
for change. Now we can go to to be better than I am and treat
any establishment we prefer, eat others how I would like to be
inside and not have to go to the treated'.
If anything, just take a deep
back to pick up our food.
Their civil disobedience breath if you feel you're about
was necessary but many of to amp on someone. That's what
the outright hateful attitudes I I do- breathe, pray or whatever
bear witness to in the Sit-in are it takes so that I can approach a
situation in the correct way.
pointless and uncalled for.
We all have our bad days and
It's silly to see how we are
we have had some hard times so segregated today, not the
recently on campus with the country, but black people. We
murder of a fellow Aggie. Still, don't listen to each other. Many
to disrespect the. people who try of us act as if a white person
to make you have a better day has to validate our thoughts
and who serve you is uncalled and actions. I often feel like my
for.
message is falling on deaf ears.
your
Black people, you need to
disrespect
To
professor-a person who has listen up. But this is not the way;
already completed the task I come to you with a message of
you are pursuing, the people overcoming and seeing a dream
who provide services for us, or fulfilled. Our president is black,
anyone for that matter is wrong. true. But nothing changes in our
We all want our due respect community if we don't change.
The murder ofDennis Hayle
but to receive respect, we must
A week ago I spoke on the

'

descend, knowing that it is
only a matter of time before it
is dark.
I used to feel like I could just
walk to my friends' apartment,
until he got pistol-whipped
underneath a poorly lit bridge.
Once upon a time, being in
my room was safe.
Then there was a shooting in
the roundabout by the Village

was proof enough that
we are not where we
need to be. Also the
fact that no one has
come forward with
information now feels
like cowardice. We all
say that "snitches get
stitches, but it's not
worth it to withhold
information
when
someone has died.
It's not worth a life; it is not
worth countless lives whose
deaths are unsolved because no
one wants to tattle. True this is
that we are not a society that
appreciates whistleblowers.
But to create change
something has to give. Every
year since I have been here we
have had losses to the Aggie
family but many ofthose were
accidents: this was not an
accident,

We have to change our
attitudes on our education,
"bein' a fool ain't cool". We
come here to learn and that is
our top priority. So what if we
use slang, every time period has
its own vernacular.
But education is the goal so
that we can become the seeds
of success so many fought and
died for. We all have different
backgrounds but we have one
thing at least in common: we are
all Aggies.

Our

school has a
history of starting movements
and change.
Yes change, it has become
an overused word in the past
two years but it is a necessary
action for any progression in
life.

You don't think the same
way you did when you were
five neither is your attitude
the same. You progressed with

time but as adults we have the
ability to change lives, our
own and those around us.
We must always begin with
ourselves but don't encourage
your peers when you see them
acting out. Let them know that
you are an adult and want to
associate with adults.
Let your attitude be a
reflection on what you are
trying to pursue in life. Show
those around you the better
you
I am becoming a man here
at A&T, I was an adult when I

came here but I am becoming
a man as a student here.
I have changed my outlook
on life I know that the slightest
of my actions can affect
someone else so I have learned
to act accordingly.
Hopefully with time we can
all change for the better and
present ourselves as men and
women and always Aggies.
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What is good hair?

Hi
You to
Mudaabc

Evan Summerville

KANDIS WILLIAMS
contributor

As I applied the jojoba
cream to the first strand of my

associate's hair I asked him,
"Why Iocs?"
He nonchalantly responded,
"Because I don't have that good
hair."

Being more than just
dominating hairstyle

that

in a hair salon
"Stylists did not use terms
like good hair,theylook forward
to working with healthy and
maintained hair.
It can be thick, fine, kinky
straight, wavy all that does
not matter if the hair is not
healthy... so I would say good
hair is healthy hair."Everyone
has an individual mind to
think for themselves, but when
particular and target images
of beauty are presented by the
masses in nearly every facet
of our environment, the minds
of many can not help but buy
into the images represented
in a Western and Eurocentric

myself possess and enjoy, I
refused to do his hair until he
enlightened himself on the
history ofthem.
But I was even more baffled
at how many times I have heard
the term good hair. It was then
that I realized how much hair society.
are
Therefore,
has evolved beyond its general
people
definition of a threadlike influenced intorelying on media
outgrowth from the skin to a to create a sense of self.
How big is that?
strong factor in the perception
Women alone in the United
others have of us and how we
States have spent over an
perceive ourselves.
So what is good hair? If one estimated 42 billion dollars a
can say there is such a thing. year at the hair salon and buying
The reoccurring descriptions hair products.
around campus stem from the
The topic ofhair delves deep
words soft smooth and curly into the world's history on and
to long and wavy. I even had out ofthis land.
someone say, "Spanish people
Whether you palm roll your
hair is good hair." But most Iocs, curl your hair with flexy
of my peers, expressed that no rods, wrap it around at night,
type of hair is generally better sport an afro or whatever you
than another.
liking may be understand what
It's as though everyone has got you there.
In the memory of Marcus
an idea of what they think good
hair is supposed to look like but Garvey, I tell you to remove
not what it actually consists of. kinks from your mind before
Camille Harrison, a former your remove them from your
salon employee, recalls her days hair.
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Aggie Men earn
first road victory
S a t
u rd a

DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

against

Howard in
Washington
D.C.

When the North Carolina A&T men's basketball

faced Hampton last
year at the Convocation
Center, they were to be a
top three seed before the
team

MEAC tournament.
This year the Aggies were

in search of their first road
win of the season and contrary to last year's outcome,
achieved victory in a 56-55
victory off a game winning
three-point jumper from
junior Tavarus Alston on
Monday night.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL- THE A&T REGISTER
has
19.0in
the
last
four
and
is
ranked
4th
the
all-time
AMBER BLAND averaged
currently
scoring list for Lady Aggie Basketball in three seasons.
contests
on

Lady Aggies cruise to
9-0 in conference play
LAUREN MORGAN
Contributor

On Monday evening the Aggies found themselves having

to climb out of a deficit to beat
Hampton 75-69 at the HU Convocation Center. It would not

be the first time this season the
Aggies found them selves overcoming a double-digit deficit at
the half.
Brittanie Taylor-James led the
Aggies with 26 points and Jaleesa Sams added 15 points and 12
rebounds. Bernadette Fortune

lead Hampton with 18 points,
Chinyere Ukoh had 15 points
along with eight rebounds, and
Quanneisha Perry added 17

rebounds in the Pirates loss to
A&T.
Hampton University's Pirates
lead the Aggies by 13 at the half
and would try to maintain their

lead to force the Aggies firstloss

in the MEAC.
The Aggies would rally from a
13 point deficit to tie the game
at 64 with 3:25 left on the clock.

The Pirates went on a 5-0 run
to lead the Aggies 69-65 in the

last two minutes of the game. It
was the defensive pressure by
the Aggies that helped them get
back into the game.
"We told them that Hampton
had some of the quickest guards
they would see all year," said
Bibbs. With just over a minute
to play, the Aggies cut Hamp-

ton's lead to one. A turnover by

Pirates' Bernadette Fortune and
a three pointer by Taylor-James
gave the Aggies a 71-69 lead

with only 48 seconds left in the
game. This was the Aggies first

lead since the first half.
Hampton missed a jumper

and then fouled A&T's Amber,
sending her to the line with 27
seconds remaining in the game.
Bland's two free throws sealed
the game for A&T's second win
this weekend.
Theirfirst win came at the Burr

Gymnasium against Howard
University Saturday afternoon.
The HU Bison and A&T played
a close first half before the Aggies pulled away in the second
half to win the game 67-49.
Ta'Wuana Cook and Amber

Bland lead the Aggies with 15

who led the Aggies with 21
points on 5-for-7 shooting
from 3-point range.
Alston averaged 13.5
points and 5.5 assists in the

"When that outside shot is not
falling, you have to figure out

otherthings to do with the ball,"
said Bibbs.
In the second half A&T did
not rely only on theirjump shots
and would score 14 out of their
first 20 points in the paint. They
would open up a 47-32 lead over
the Bison with twelve minutes
left in the second half.
The Bison did not give up and
were able to cut the Aggies lead

single digits, but with 5:52

left in the game, Aggie guard
Reisha Bullock hit a jump shot
and then two free throws to put
the Aggies ahead 57-44. A&T
would end the half shooting
53.3 percent and' connecting
on five of their last six shot attempts.
TheAggies are now 9-0in the
MEAC, seven of which were
on the road. They return to
home action this weekend

.

insidethe half court line assuming time was closer to

expiring than itreally was.
After Saturday's game,
"The Howard game went
out of my head as soon
as I hit (the game winner
against Hampton)," Alston
said. "As the seconds went
down, I was thinking about
this is my chance...this is
my chance."
Eaves expressed his ad-

miration in Alston's bounce
back performance as a

away games on their sched-

said Eaves. "That showed
guts after not taking the
appropriate shot the other
night. It was a tremendous
uplifting win for the team."
Despite their losing efforts in Saturday's action,
the Aggies produced three
players in double figures,
led by Senior Nicholas
Wison's 21 points off the

ule.

cent in the first half.

and plenty of time remaining, Alston took a shot just

last two games.
The game ended the blue
and gold's (3-5, 9-13) four
game road-trip and leaves

them with three remaining

points apiece. Zykia Brown
was the lead the Bison in scoring with 14 points, while their
defense limited the Aggies held
them to shooting a low 27.8 per-

to

"I was in a rhythm because
I hit a couple of threes earlier in the half," said Alston,

fiictn„
Alston

With the
A ggi es
trailing
by one

The Aggies held the Pirates to just one field goal

in the final eight minutes
of the game forcing them
to shoot a low 20.4 percent
from the field.
A&T had put themselves
in a position to overcome
an 11-pointhalftime deficit,
and did not pull within one
possession until the final 52
seconds of the game.
Thomas
Sophomore
Coleman hit a free throw to
decrease the deficit 54-51,
which set up the chance for
Alston's heroics.
This led to Alston scor-

ing the final five points for
A&T in regulation and assuming the victory on the

running three-pointer with
4.3 seconds.
"My shot felt good in
warm-ups, so that gave me
a lot of confidence going
into the game," said Alston.
"I felt I owed it to my teammates to make up for what I
did the other night."
While the Aggies saw victory, they also saw defeat
when they fell short 77-76

"bold move."
"I'm so happy for Tavarus
to rebound like he did,"

bench.
The Aggies trailed by six
during intermission, and
did not regain the lead until an Ed Jones 3-pointer at
the 6:47 mark in the second
half.
Howard later assumed
a 3-point lead on perimeter jumper just under one
minute and junior Robert
Johnson tied the game with
one ofhis own to send it to
overtime at 12 seconds.
A&T will host consecutive home games beginning with Saturday's battle
against Florida A&M, following a visit from Bethune-Cookman
College
in Corbett Sports Center

Monday.
They have six remaining
home games.

Phelps could face charges after photo
MEG KINNARD
AssociatedPress

—

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Olympic superstar Michael Phelps

could face criminal charges
as part of the fallout from a
photo that surfaced showing
the swimmer smoking from
a marijuana pipe at a University of South Carolina house
party.

A spokesman for Richland
County Sheriff Leon Lott,
who is known for his tough
stance on drugs, said Tuesday the department was in-

vestigating.
"Our narcotics division is
reviewing the information
that we have, and they're

**

investigating what charges,
if any, will be filed," said Lt.
Chris Cowan, a spokesman
for agency.
The photo first shown in
British tabloid News of
the World on Sunday was
snapped during a November
party while Phelps was visiting the university, according

to the paper.

Phelps, 23, and his team
have not disputed the photo's
accuracy. Phelps has issued a
public apology, acknowledg-

ing "regrettable" behavior

and "bad judgment" after the
photo appeared.
Last fall, Phelps was in-

troduced to large applause
at South Carolina's football
game with Arkansas. He
met with players and visited
with Gamecocks coach Steve
Spurrier, who gave Phelps
one of the ball coach's trademark visors.

Phelps also spoke at a university class on sports' role

in society.
Where exactly the party occurred isn't clear. The university said its police have
no evidence it was on campus, and city police said they
won't pursue criminal charges unless more information
comes forward.
The Richland County sheriff can pursue charges as
long as the party was in the
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RUNDOWN
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR

North Carolina A&T
Delaware State
Coppin State
MD Eastern Shore
Morgan State
Florida A&M
Hampton

Howard
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Florida A&M
Corbett Sports Center

2 p.m.
Monday
vs. Bethune Cookman
Corbett Sports Center

6 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR.

Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
Coppin State
Hampton
South Carolina State

Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T
Howard
Delaware State
MD Eastern Shore
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Florida A&M
Corbett Sports Center

4 p.m.

Monday
vs. Bethune-Cookman
Corbett Sports Center

8 p.m.

SWIMMING
OVR

TEAM
Gardner-Webb
Georgia Southern
North Florida
North Carolina A&T
Davidson
Florida Gulf Coast
College of Charleston
Radford
Howard
Campbell

Florida A&M

VMI
THIS WEEK'S MEET:
Saturday
HBCU Championship
Washington D.C.
noon

The Lady Aggies swimming team competed
in their final home swimming meet Sunday
on Senior day in Corbett Sports Center.
Graduatingseniors included Aasiya Townsell, Donielle Campbell and Jewell Wright.
The team will compete this Saturday
at noon in the HBCU Championship in
Washington D.C.

>OUND
SPORTS

TORRE'S DEFENSE
NEW YORK (AP) Former Yankees manager Joe Torre is debroke the law, and he did it in fending his new book, saying
Richland County, he's going he doesn't think he violated
to be charged," Cowan said. any clubhouse conduct code by
"And there's no difference making private team matters
between Michael Phelps and public.
several other people that we In the book, the authors
arrest for the same type of a reveal Alex Rodriguez was
called "A-Fraud" by some in
charge everyday."
Under South Carolina law, the Yankees clubhouse and
possession of one ounce or Torre was critical of David
Wells, Randy Johnson, Kevin
less ofmarijuana is a misdemeanor that carries a fine up Brown and Gary Sheffield.
to $200 and 30 days in jail "I don't think I violated
anything. At least, that was
for the first offense.
my intention," said Torre, who
The Richland County sherhas
now manages the Los Angeles
to
long
sought
fight
iff
drug crimes. He rose from Dodgers.
patrol officer to captain of
the narcotics division in the SWOOPES WAIVED
SEATTLE (AP)
Shery I Swoopes
early 1990s, after the television series "Miami Vice" may have played her last
game. The Seattle Storm
made its splash.
Lott played the part well. waived the three-time WNBA
He wore stylish suits and had MVP and three-time Olympic
long hair then. He drove a gold medalist a day before
Porsche seized from a drug her 2009 contract would have
become guaranteed. Swoopes
dealer and even worked undercover with federal agents is 37 and might now pursue
something she's talked about
in Florida.
since September — coaching
and being a full-time mother.
Like sports? Like
county, the spokesman said,
"The bottom line is, if he

—

—

to write? The A&T
Register is currently
looking for writers
to add to xthe Score'.
Come to the contributors meetings held
every Wednesday at
5 p.m. in the NCB,
room 328A.

NELSON'S INJURY
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) All-Star
point guard Jameer Nelson
could miss the rest of the
season for the Orlando Magic
because of a torn labrum in
his right shoulder. An MRI
exam revealed the injury Tuesday, the team announced.

—
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Local poets given a 'Reason 2 Rhyme'
LAPORSHA LOWRY
Scene editor

Mad at Miles!

A powerful and racy
story of the abusive relationship of Miles Davis and
Cicely Tyson, the performance include stories and
music about the ups and
downs and dramas of this
soulful duo. Directed by
Donna Baldwin-Bradby, it
hits the Pyrle Theatre from
February 12th -March 7th.
-S.J.

The Dream
"Rockin'That Thang"
The producer/artist makes his
way back with his new single.
The Dream has always been
known for his catchy lyrics and
his melodic voice and definitely doesn't disappoint with this

new single.
-S.J

Black History Month
usually yields a plethora of
annual events commemorating
the occasion, and The Reason
2 Rhyme Poetry Series
invites everyone to come to
their evening of spoken word
poetry, live music and dance
entitled "Passage".
Presented by Josephus III,
the 5 th annual Black History
Month production is the 1st
event ofthe Reason 2 Rhyme
Poetry Series

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

Performances will include
several
Greensboro-based
poets, dancers, and singer,
such as Jasmine Faison of
Bennett College for Women

and Josephus himself, who
is both performing spoken
word and directing the event.
"Passage" has become a
primary producer of Black
History Month performances
over the past 5 years.
"These are our stories and
PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER
our history and heritage, and
PASSAGE
director
ofthe
above
the
A&T
Four
The
Josephus III,
event, is pictured
next to
statue. event will be held at Dana Auditorium ofGuilford College
there is no one better to tell
Sunday, February 8th at 6pm. It isfree and open to the public.
on
them than us using as many
different art forms as possible
to thepublic and the doors open
"This event is definitely a aims to connect the community
to connect and inspire the
7pm
environment, and there to the art of poetry. Their goal
at
family
community" he added.
Other
be
be
a forum afterwards, is to expand opportunities in
performers
will
will
The event is intended
Shackle-Free,
from
a
dance
so
that
if anyone is inspired poetry and to give artists a
to showcase some regional
can
ask
in
company
based
Greensboro.
questions and voice venue to be seen and heard.
talent that is diverse and
The
show
is
for
the
whole
other
concerns. They can
The events are sponsored
any
inspirational. The event will
and
the
is
have
a
direct
with
the
Guilford College, Hilton
family
community
dialogue
by
be held at Guilford College's
to
artists."
Inn, Triad Stage and
children
Garden
encouraged
bring
Dana Auditorium on Sunday,
Poetry
among others.
GSO,
th
so
can
the
Reason
they
experience
Rhyme
Poetry
2
February 8 It is free and open
performances as well.
Series is a variety of events that

At the center of the show set
at an HBCU was the beautiful,
spoiled southern belle Whitley
Television has provided Gilbert. She started off prim
us with some of the most and proper, but at the end more
memorable and intriguing grounded and remained funny.
People tuned in every week to
characters ever created.
10. Duquan "Dukie" see what would happened next
with her and Dwayne Wayne.
Weems (The Wire).
6. George and Louise
It was hard to pick between
(The Jeffersons)
Jefferson
Dukie and his circle of friends.
Ultimately I picked Dukie over Somethings just go naturally
the rest due to the sad nature of together, and George and Weezy
where his character started and fits into that category. George
ended. Imagine having a family was loud, and obnoxious, but
so strung out that they would Louise always grounded him.
sell off your school clothes for George was a character, much
the next high. Then, after finally like Archie Bunker, that despite
getting away from them, you spewing racial epithets was still
end up following their lead. loved and laughed at. They were
The actor, Jermaine Crawford a loving couple that always had
played the part with a perputaly each others back, and gave us
sadness that resonated through countless hours oflaughterA
5. Fred G. Sanford
the screen.
9. Riley Freeman, (Sanford and Son) As soon
aka Riley Escobar, aka Young as you hear the theme begin
to play, you knew you are
Reezy (The Boondocks)
laugh from
He is the most militant eight about to get a good
out
Fred.
insults to
Spewing
year old you will ever meet,
and the runniest. Riley could everyone who walks through
be considered a supporting his door, Fred Sanford is truly a
character, but he consistently classic character. Who has not
steals the show. It does not witnessed Fred clutching his
matter if he is teaching the chest in a mock heart attack, or
principles of not snitching, calling his son dummy on a daily
jacking Santa Claus or trying to basis? The show was ranked in
kidnap Oprah Winfrey. Riley is the top ten 6 put of seven years
whatBart Simpson wants to be. due to Fred Sanford antics.
James
Evans
4.
8. Carrie Bradshaw
The
best
father
(Good
Times)
the
(Sex in
City)
Say what you will, but she is the in television history, sorry
Dr. Huxtable, James Evans
most influential female character
twenty
in the last
years. She served as the heart and soul on
helped change the way we Good Times. He was a tough,
looked at how single women loving character, who always
lived their lives, while making put his family first. We felt his
Manolo Blahnik, Christian struggles as he worked several
Louboutin, and Jimmy Choo jobs to support his family. After
household names. She removed John Amos left the show after
the stigma associated with being disputes with the producers, the
a single womanliving alone in a show was never the same.
3. Tony Soprano
big city.
Usually, gangsters
(Sopranos)
7. Whitley Gilbert
are shown as being tough as
(A Different World)
nails. They have few neuroses

.

-L.L

.

:TV Characters
JEFFWATTS
Contributor

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU starring Jennifer Aniston
and Drew Barrymore will open
in theaters on Friday. Based on
the best-selling book by Greg
Behrendt, the movie follows
characters who are trying to
get navigate through the highs
and lows of dating, and how
to interpret the actions of the
people that you meet.

THE SECRET LIFE OF
BEES is available in stores
on Tuesday. The movie stars
an ensemble cast including
Queen Latifah who plays August, a 1964 honey-farm owner who takes in two runaways
in South Carolina. The film
also stars Dakota Fanning,
Grammy Award-winner Alicia
Keys, Academy Award-winner
Jennifer Hudson and Sophie
Okonedo.

and do not talk about their
feelings. They certainly do
not see a psychiatrist and
are prescribed Prozac. Then
comes Tony Soprano and
completely changed how
you look at a crime boss.
He struggled not only with
his mob family, but with
his nuclear family. He was
a loving father one minute
and a cold blooded killer the
next. He is easily the most
complex character on this

- L.L

list.

2. Vic Mackey (The
Shield) If you think the
Greensboro police departed
corrupt, watch the
first episode of the Shield.
Imagine if the one person
swore to serve and protect
ended being the biggest
criminal in the city? That
is what you have in Vic
Mackey. Based loosely on
the Rampart division police
scandal, Vic had his hands in
everything from extortion to
murder. Some ofhis greatest
moments were
playing
against Anthony Anderson
as a drug kingpin and Forest
Whitiker as an internal affair

ANNDREA ROUSE
Contributor

was

officer.

(The

1. Stringer Bell
Wire) With his

intelligence, charm and
aptitude of a corporate CEO,
Stringer Bell is the most
intriguing character in the
history of television. How
many drug dealers have
Adam Smith's The Wealth
ofNations on his bookcase?
Or take a city college class
in macroeconomics just to
apply to selling drugs? He
changed the perception of
a drug dealer. In another
setting he could have ran his
own fortune 500 company.
His death was as shocking
a death we have seen on

When Anna (Emily Browning) returns home from a tenmonth stint at a psychiatric facility she is welcomed by some
drastic changes in her household.
Anna was recovering from

the tragedy of her mother's
death; but it seems her father
had moved on a lot faster than
she. Rachel (Elizabeth Banks),
her mother's former nurse, has
now become her father's new
girlfriend and Anna is flabbergasted.

When dreams of her dead
mother consume her, and the
ghost of three small children
continues to haunt her, Anna begins to suspect foul play due to
the accusations of her mother's
spirit.
She began to accuse Rachel

of killing her mother. Anna's
sister Alex (Arielle Kebbel),
who already hates Rachel, tries

to help Anna uncover this mystery.

They assume that Rachel
will soon kill them too so she
can have their dad to herself;
but they were not about to let
that happen.
The more they tried to warn
their dad (David Strathairn), the
more he assumed thatAnna was
not fully recovered and she may
need to be sent back to the psychiatric facility.
Anna was determined to
prove to her dad that Rachel
was not who he thinks she is and
avenge her mother's death.
Their father returns from his
business trip to find Rachel dead
in a dumpster and his daughter
covered in blood. Then the
movie gets interesting.
This movie was full ofcreaky
doors, supernatural beings, eerie
forest, dead bodies in garbage
bags, some real and some imagined. This thriller was a good
watch indeed, but may be inappropriately titled.

television.

A RAISIN IN THE SUN will
be performed at the Community Theater of Greensboro
today through Sunday. Tickets
are $20, buy one, get one free
and showtimes are available
on the theater's website, ctgso.com. Spencer Humphrey, a
senior public relations major,
will be featured in the cast as
Asagai.

LOOK

-

FOR

OUR

L.L

NEW

BOXES that will be replacL Where is all of the money that we spend on attending A&T going? 2. Are the campus improvements that we hear about just rumors? 3, Where
is that clock tower? 4. Can't they just put something there so that students won't just use the area as a dirt path? 5. Is it possible to lay a
concrete path there? 6. When is this money that Obama promised for education actually going to come? 7. How do we access those funds if the
banks have to borrow from us? 8. What ever happened to people borrowing from banks? 9. Now that the President is black, do you feel more
pressure to get your degree? 10. Why are there still some of the same students here who were upperclassmen in 2004? 11. Can you do the math
there? 12. Do any Aggies really graduate on time? 13. How many years of college does it take before you give up? 14. What ever happened to
the people from Making the Band 2? 15. Did Dylan and the top 5 rappers inside his head give up? 16. Why did we never again hear from Babs
and Ness when Diddy vowed to keep working with them? 17. When is the cafe going to learn that both dish stations need to be open? 18. What
happened to the condiments in the cafe? 19. Do you have a bowl in your room or cup or fork from the cafe? 20. Is that why they took the mustard and ketchup from the tables?

ing the old newspaper stands.
The new blue and gold boxes
across campus will make for
more easy access in receiving your student body paper.
Go pick up your A&T Register
newspaper at any campus location in one of the new blue
and gold boxes.
-T.T.

